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Kol's Notes is happy to announce the first annual Trick or Treat Blog Hop & Give Away Extravaganza. A group 
of dedicated and popular dog bloggers have joined forces to bring our readers 31 days of tricks, treats and fun.

Every day, we'll be featuring a a tutorial or video teaching a simple obedience command or dog trick and hosting 
a giveaway. 31 tricks. 31 treats. 31 days of fun.

Just because we're sharing a whole lot of treats doesn't mean we're relaxing our standards! Our commitment to 
giving our pets quality, healthy dog treats. We've carefully selected some of our favourite brands and we're 
extending the invitation to join us and be featured.

Each featured brand will receive:
• A blog post featuring

 - a trick tutorial or video
 - a write up about their treats (may include a personal endorsement, at the discretion of the blogger 
hosting the post. If you would like to provide review product for the blogger to promote, you are more 
than welcome to do so.)
- Promotional images of the treats. 
- No follow link to you site and where to buy your product  

• A pinnable image featuring the trick of the day and “sponsored by” you.
• Your logo featured in the “Sponsored by” image in all 31 posts
• 3 contest entry options of your choosing (ie. Visit a Facebook page, follow on Twitter, follow a Pinterest 

page, subscribe to a newsletter etc.)
• Social media sharing of the post on the Kol's Notes social profiles, as well as on a number of other 

popular pet blogger's social sites.

We ask that each brand provide:
• Two (2) prizes for giveaway (We prefer, where ever possible, that all prizes be shipped directly to 

winners in the US/Canada, but understand that not all treats are acceptable for international shipping. 
Shipping restrictions will be clarified at time of booking.)

• $50 Entry Fee (Entry fees go to pay for the Giveaway widget, incentives for bloggers to promote the 
event, inclusion on a number of giveaway listings and other costs associated with the event.)

• Discounts available for brands wishing to sponsor multiple dates and feature multiple treat products.

If you are interested in taking part or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
info@kolchakpuggle.com

I hope you'll join us for some Halloween fun!
All the best – Jodi Chick | kolchakpuggle.com
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